Given a collection of terminals, each with a demand, a collection of concentrators, each with a capacity, and costs of connecting the terminals to the concentrators, the terminal assignment problem seeks a set of such connections of minimum cost and without the total demand at any concentrator exceeding its capacity. One genetic algorithm for this problem encodes candidate solutions as strings of concentrator labels; in three other GAs, chromosomes are permutations of terminal labels decoded by a greedy decoder. In comparisons on 40 instances of the problem, the string-coded GA consistently performs poorly, while among the three permutationcoded GAs, one that applies only mutation almost always outperforms the other two, which use crossover operators as well as mutation.
INTRODUCTION
In the terminal assignment problem (TAP), a communications network will connect n leaf nodes, called terminals and each with demand wi, via m interior nodes, called concentrators and each with capacity pj. No terminal's demand exceeds the capacity of any concentrator. The cost of connecting terminal i to concentrator j is cij . We seek an assignment of terminals to concentrators under which the total demand at each concentrator does not exceed its capacity and whose total cost is a minimum.
Evolutionary algorithms for the TAP have been described by Abuali, Schoenefeld, and Wainwright [1] , Khuri and Chiu [3] , Salcedo-Sanz and Yao [4] , and others. Here, four GAs
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TWO CODINGS, FOUR ALGORITHMS
One genetic algorithm uses a coding described by Khuri and Chiu [3] : A chromosome c[·] is a string of length n over the set of concentrator labels: c[i] = j indicates that terminal i is assigned to concentrator j.
These chromosomes may represent invalid solutions, so Khuri and Chiu implemented a penalty function that added two terms to invalid chromosomes' fitnesses: the product of the number of terminals and the maximum distance on the grid that contains the terminals and concentrators, and the product of the number of concentrators whose capacities are exceeded and the total of that excess. Variation operators are two-point crossover and position-by position mutation.
Abuali, Schoenefeld, and Wainwright [1] described a coding in which a chromosome is a permutation of the terminals, and a greedy decoder identifies the corresponding assignment of terminals to concentrators. The decoder scans the terminals in chromosome order and assigns each to the nearest concentrator with sufficient capacity.
An appropriate crossover operator is partially mapped crossover (PMX) [2] . Another crossover operator is alternation: merge the two parental permutations and delete duplicates. Mutation swaps two random values.
The string coding and the permutation coding were implemented in four genetic algorithms for the TAP, all of the same design: An initial population of random chromosomes; parent selection in k-tournaments; independent application of crossover and mutation; 1-elitism; and a fixed number of generations. The string-coded algorithm is called GA0. Among the permutation-coded algorithms, GA1 applies PMX and mutation; GA2 applies alternation and mutation; GA3 applies only mutation.
On instances of the TAP with n terminals and m concentrators, each GA's population contained 2n chromosomes. Each chose parent chromosomes in tournaments of size two. Each generated offspring by crossover with probability 60% and by mutation with probability 40%, except for GA3. Each ran through 20n generations.
COMPARISONS
Four sets of ten instances placed n terminals and m concentrators on a 300 × 300 grid, with the concentrators scattered randomly, the terminals placed either randomly or bi- ased to the left, and minimum distance between the elements of seven units. Terminals' demands were integers chosen with uniform probabilities from 3 to 10, and concentrators' capacities were similarly chosen from 15 to 25. Two sets of ten instances have n = 100 terminals and m = 32 concentrators, with random and biased terminal positions, respectively. Similarly, two sets of ten instances have n = 200 terminals and m = 64 concentrators. Each GA was run 50 independent times on the 40 instances. Table 1 summarizes the results of the trials on the larger instances.
On the smaller unbiased instances, GA3 returned the best single and mean results on every trial. The mean results of GA1 and GA2 were inferior. GA0's mean results were often much larger, reflecting the contribution of the penalty function. On some trials, GA0 failed to identify any valid solutions. On the smaller biased instances, the results were similar, but GA3's advantage was less pronounced.
On the larger unbiased instances, as shown by Table 1 , GA3 achieved the best single result on every instance and the best mean result nine times out of ten. GA1 tied GA3 for best single result on nine instances, and again GA0 performed poorly; it often failed to find any valid solutions.
On the larger biased instances, GA1 slightly outperformed GA3. GA1 returned the best single result eight times out of ten and the best mean result seven times, while GA3 returned the best single and mean results on three instances. GA2 performed less well, and GA0 rarely identified valid solutions.
OBSERVATIONS
GA0's poor performance is not surprising. Its search space is the set of all m n assignments of terminals to concentrators; in general, valid solutions constitute only a small proportion of this space. Though there are n! permutations of n terminals, the decoder of GA1, GA2, and GA3 implements a mapping of these chromosomes onto valid solutions only, and its greediness biases the search towards low-cost solutions.
